Performance assertion checking is an approach
could imagine that the metrics for an interval could be computed using the entire log. In the examples we have studied, using only the events from the part of the log before the interval would suffice.
More research is needed to understand the scope and severity of this limitation.
In spite of this constraint, the language has proved general and flexible enough to express a variety of common performance properties.
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The PSpec Tools
We now turn to the tools that process performance specifications and monitoring logs. We outline the functionality of the checker, evaluator, and solver, and discuss some aspects of their implementation.
The Checker
The checker determines whether a given performance specification is true of a given monitoring log. The checker is flexible about how events in logs are matched with event types in specifications; it can be customized to whatever monitoring system is being used.
The current checker works off-line. The system being monitored is run for as long as desired to gather a log, which can then be used to check the specification at any time. This design works well for the setting in which the checker has been used thus far (described in Section 8). One could imagine checking specifications on-line, as data is generated from a running system; we intend to explore such designs in the future.
The Evaluator
The evaluator takes a performance specification and a monitoring log, and provides an interactive The monitoring log given to the solver will typically be from a run believed to produce good estimates for the unknowns.
Implementation
The checker, evaluator, and solver tools use a com- 
